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The role of oxygen vacancies and their location
in the magnetic properties of Ce1xCuxO2d
nanorods
M. I. B. Bernardi,a A. Mesquita,b F. Be´ron,c K. R. Pirota,c A. O. de Zevallos,d
A. C. Doriguettod and H. B. de Carvalho*d
Ceria (CeO2) is a promising dilute magnetic semiconductor. Several studies report that the intrinsic and
extrinsic structural defects are responsible for room temperature ferromagnetism in undoped and transition
metal doped CeO2 nanostructures; however, the nature of the kind of defect necessary to promote and
stabilize the ferromagnetism in such a system is still a matter of debate. In the work presented here,
nanorods from the system Ce1xCuxO2d with x = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.10, with the more stable {111}
surface exposed were synthesized by a microwave-assisted hydrothermal method. A very careful structure
characterization confirms that the Cu in the samples assumes a majority 2+ oxidation state, occupying the
Ce (Ce4+ and Ce3+) sites with no secondary phases up to x = 0.05. The inclusion of the Cu2+ in the CeO2
structure leads to the introduction of oxygen vacancies in a density proportional to the Cu2+ content. It is
supposed that the spatial distribution of the oxygen vacancies follows the Cu2+ distribution by means of the
formation of a defect complex consisting of Cu2+ ion and an oxygen vacancy. Superconducting quantum
interference device magnetometry demonstrated a diamagnetic behavior for the undoped sample and
a typical paramagnetic Curie–Weiss behavior with antiferromagnetic interactions between the Cu2+ ions
for the single phase doped samples. We suggest that the presence of oxygen vacancies is not a sufficient
condition to mediate ferromagnetism in the CeO2 system, and only oxygen vacancies in the surface of
nanostructures would lead to such a long range magnetic order.
1. Introduction
Ceria (CeO2) nanostructures have attracted the interest of many
researchers in the past decade due to their great potential for
applications in catalysis, electrochromic devices, gas sensors,
ultraviolet radiation detectors, environmentally-friendly pigments,
gamma radiation dosimetry, etc.1 Concerning its magnetic proper-
ties, room temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM) for transitionmetal
doped2 and undoped3 systems have been observed in some experi-
mental results. These results launch the CeO2 systems to the class of
materials known as dilute magnetic oxides (DMOs) with potential
for application in the development of spintronic devices. Moreover,
due to its cubic structure and cell parameter close to the Si, the CeO2
systems also have the desirable advantage of easy integration to
the conventional electronic devices.4
For DMOs the main theoretical models that take into account
the observed RTFM for the different oxide matrices are the d0
magnetism for undoped systems,5 the bound magnetic polaron
(BMP) theory,6 and the carrier-mediatedmechanism,7 the latter two
for the transition metal (TM) doped systems. It is important to also
mention a sub-category of BMP theory named F-center exchange
(FCE).8 In all these models the defect concentration plays an
important role. In the d0 magnetism the defects by themselves
are responsible for the RTFM by means of a spin polarized density
of states around the Fermi level, whereas in the BMP theory the
defects are responsible for the ferromagnetic coupling between the
magnetic ions used to dope the oxide matrix, and in the carrier-
mediated mechanism the free charge carriers introduced into the
system by donor or acceptor-like defects are the ones responsible
for the ferromagnetic coupling. In this context, the origin of the
observed RTFM for doped and undoped oxides and its relation to a
specific group of defects is still a matter of debate.9–15
Nanostructured CeO2 samples are normally nonstoichiometric
compounds of the type CeO2d due the loss of oxygens at the
surfaces of the nanoparticles to the surround environment.
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As a consequence of the introduced oxygen vacancies (VO), a reduc-
tion of the Ce4+ ions to Ce3+ occurs in these regions, leading to a
lattice expansion for CeO2d nanoparticles.
16,17 Sundaresan et al.3
suggested that all metal oxides in the nanoparticulate form would
exhibit room-temperature ferromagnetism due to the exchange
interactions between unpaired electron spins arising from oxygen
vacancies at the nanoparticle surface. After Sundaresan, a
variety of experimental and theoretical papers reported the
observation of RTFM in doped and undoped nanostructured
CeO2 samples and also correlated it with oxygen vacancies.
18–21
On the other hand, Liu et al.22 showed that oxygen vacancies do
not mediate the ferromagnetism in undoped CeO2 nanostruc-
tures, but instead cerium vacancies would be the responsible
for the observed RTFM. Fernandes et al.9 observed a consider-
able decrease of the magnetization saturation with the storage
time (age). These authors associated this behavior with an
oxidation process (loss of oxygen vacancies) and concluded
that part of observed ferromagnetic behavior could be directly
associated with this kind of defect. However, after a long period
of storage, a low effective remnant magnetization was observed
and, like Liu et al.,22 this fraction of the observed RTFM was
attributed to Ce vacancies. All the last cited references9,18–23
argue that the most important defects associated with the RTFM
would be located at the surface of the grains or nanoparticles,
following Sundaresan et al.3
In the present work, nanorods from the system Ce1xCuxO2d
with x = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.10, with the higher stable {111}
surface exposed (growth direction [211]) were synthesized using a
microwave-assisted hydrothermal method. This synthesis method
combines the advantages of both hydrothermal and microwave-
irradiation techniques such as very short reaction time, production
of small particles with a narrow size distribution and high purity.24
Nanostructured Cu-doped CeO2 (Ce1xCuxO2d) materials are
of considerable interest because of their high catalytic activity.
Several reports in the literature have proved that the Ce1xCuxO2d
system is an efficient catalyst for the selective CO oxidation,25 the
hydrogen combustion reaction,26 and for the water–gas shift (WGS)
reaction,27 just to cite few examples. In the context of the dilute
magnetic semiconductors, the Cu doping has the advantage that
the metallic dopant, as well as all possible dopant-based secondary
phases, are nonferromagnetic.28 Therefore, if any ferromagnetism
is observed in a Cu-based system, it will undoubtedly be an
intrinsic property of the material. Moreover, the most stable
oxidation state of Cu is 2+;29 for this reason, the introduction of
Cu into the CeO2 matrix in a substitutional character of the Ce
ions (Ce4+ and Ce3+) leads, by a charge-compensation process,30
to the introduction of oxygen vacancies into the system in double
the proportion of the Cu2+ concentration (d = 2x).31 The doping
of the CeO2 matrix with nonferromagnetic elements was
reported for different groups.19,32 Here, the conclusions are also
controversial; while most of them associated the ferromagnetic
properties with oxygen vacancies, Chen et al.32 attributed the
observed ferromagnetism to lattice distortions caused by the
smaller size of the dopant. In the special case of Cu doping there
are few reports in the literature concerning its magnetic proper-
ties. Slusser et al.33 reported paramagnetism (PM) in undoped
and RTFM in Cu doped CeO2. Seehra et al.
34 observed a small
RTFM component superimposed in a main PM component for
both undoped and Cu-doped CeO2 nanoparticles, for the undoped
CeO2 samples the observed RTFM was attributed to Fe impurities.
However, for Cu-doped samples they observed a correlation between
the PM and the RTFM components and the Cu content and the
observed magnetic properties were argued to be an intrinsic effect
due to Cu doping. Based on the Slusser and Seehra reports, Li et al.35
performed first-principles calculations within density-functional
theory (DFT) to study the origin of the magnetism in Cu-doped
CeO2. In their report they concluded that the Cu doping by itself
could not account for the observed RTFM. However, they found that
a strong ferromagnetic coupling could be achieved between the
defect complexes Cu2+ + VO. In another article, Fernandes et al.
36
reported the loss of magnetization when the CeO2matrix was doped
with transition metals. The observed magnetic behavior was
analyzed under the scope of the F-center exchange (FCE) inter-
action model.8 It was argued that the dopant elements change
the spatial-charge density distribution impairing the formation
of magnetic moments along the volume of the sample. In the
context of the aforementioned research, the main goal of our
work was to elucidate the ambiguous situation concerning
the influence of oxygen vacancies and the Cu doping on the
magnetic properties of nanostructured CeO2 systems.
2. Experimental
In a typical procedure for obtaining Ce1xCuxO2d (x = 0.01, 0.03,
0.05 and 0.10) nanostructures, 0.02 mol of the precursors,
cerium chloride (CeCl37H2O) and copper chloride (CuCl2
2H2O), were dissolved in 50 mL of distilled water. Then, 50 mL
of 10 mol L1 NaOH was added rapidly under vigorous stirring.
The mixed solution was placed in a 110 mL Teflon autoclave
reaching 90% of its volume, which was sealed and placed in a
microwave hydrothermal system, applying 2.45 GHz of micro-
wave radiation at the maximum power of 800W. The as-prepared
solution was subjected to a microwave hydrothermal synthesis
temperature of 140 1C for 10 min at a heating rate of 140 1Cmin1
and then air-cooled at room temperature. The as-obtained
precipitate powder was washed several times with distilled
water and isopropyl alcohol and then dried at 60 1C for 24 h.
The powders were characterized structurally in an X-ray
diffractometer (Rigaku, Rotaflex RU200B) with CuKa radiation
(50 kV, 100 mA, l = 1.5405 Å), using a y–2y configuration and a
graphite monochromator. The scanning range was between 20
and 801 (2y), with a step size of 0.021 and a step time of 5.0 s.
A Rietveld analysis was performed using the program GSAS.37
The size and morphology of the samples were determined by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a JEOL JEM 2010
URP, operating at 200 keV. Raman spectroscopy was carried out at
room temperature in a Jobin-Yvon-64000 micro-Raman system in
the backscattering geometry, using the 488 nm line of an Ar+ laser
for excitation. We used an optical lens with 100 magnification,
which supplies an average laser spot size of 1 mm. X-ray absorption
near edge spectroscopy (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption
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fine structure (EXAFS) measurements at the Ce LIII-edge of
Ce1xCuxO2d samples were collected in transmission mode
as a function of the temperature using a Si(111) channel-cut
monochromator at the LNLS (National Synchrotron Light
Laboratory) facility. XANES spectra at Cu K-edge were also acquired.
The extraction and fit of the EXAFS spectra were performed
using the multi-platform applications for X-ray absorption (MAX)
software package38 and theoretical spectra were obtained using
the FEFF9 code.39 The magnetic measurements were performed
in a quantum design superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) system.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Electron microscopy and elemental analyses
Fig. 1 presents representative TEM and HRTEM images of the
Ce0.95Cu0.05O2d nanoparticles. The samples are composed
mainly of nanorods with an average diameter of 10 nm and a
length of 70 nm (Fig. 1(a)). The HRTEM images (Fig. 1(b) and (c))
and their respective Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) (Fig. 1(d))
confirm the single-crystalline nature of the Ce1xCuxO2d nano-
structured samples. The HRTEM results revealed that the growth
direction of the nanorods is along the [211] direction. In spite of
the few reports on the synthesis of nanorods with the same
growth orientation in the literature,40,41 the growth along the
[211] direction has proven to be feasible from the theoretical
point of view42 and is explained by an oriented attachment (OA)
process followed by Ostwald ripening of ceria nanocrystals of
truncated octahedral shape enclosed by eight {111} and six {200}
planes.41 Using this process the CeO2 nanocrystals, which act as
seeds of the nanorods, may attach by the alignment through the
[211] direction leaving exposed the {111} surfaces, or by alignment
through the [110] direction with the {200} surfaces exposed. Since
the CeO2{111} surface is the most stable
43,44 the former would be
more energetically favorable. These results are in accordance with
a previous report,45 where CeO2 nanorods were obtained using the
same synthesis route. Also, one might say that the introduction
of Cu (limited between 1 and 10% Cu in this paper) into the CeO2
matrix does not affect the morphology of the nanoparticles.
3.2. X-Ray diffraction
Fig. 2 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for Ce1xCuxO2d
nanostructured samples. The typical fluorite CeO2 structure (ICSD
no. 156250) is observed in all samples. CuO peaks were detected
only in the sample with 10% of Cu content (Ce0.90Cu0.10O2d). No
copper or other foreign peaks were observed for the other samples
within the XRD detection limit. Table 1 presents the lattice
parameter (a) and the oxygen occupancy factor (Ooc) calculated
from the Rietveld refinement for the whole set of samples. The
lattice parameter of our nanostructured undoped CeO2 sample is
slightly bigger than that for bulk CeO2, 5.411 Å (JCPDS 43-1002).
The surface-to-volume fraction is large at the nanoscale, facili-
tating the oxygen loss from the CeO2 matrix to an inert gas
environment. As mentioned before, these introduced oxygen
vacancies lead to the reduction of the oxidation states of the Ce
ions (Ce4+ into Ce3+),4 which induces an increase in the lattice
parameter due to the decrease in electrostatic forces46 and due
to the bigger ionic radii of Ce3+ (ionic radii = 1.283 Å), as compared
to the Ce4+ (ionic radii = 1.11 Å).47 The lattice parameters for the
Cu-doped samples neither vary with the Cu content nor show
significant difference as compared to the undoped one. As pointed
out byMcBride et al.,48 the resulting lattice constant under doping is
not determined solely by the ionic radius. Coulomb effects, oxygen
vacancies, and changes in the force constants introduced by doping
may also play important roles. In fact, our results are in good
agreement with the one obtained by Wang et al.,49 who observed
Fig. 1 (a) TEM and (b) HRTEM images of Ce0.95Cu0.05O2d nanorods.
(c) Expanded view of the selected region in (b) and (d) Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) of the selected region, zone axis [110]. (e) Length and (f) diameter size
distribution histograms. The dashed line in panel (e) and (f) is the log-normal fit.
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very small variations in the cell dimension as a consequence of
doping ceria with Cu. The small expansion of the Ce1xCuxO2d
cell volume was attributed to the O vacancies in the oxide lattice.
Wang et al.49 also argue that due to the relatively small size of Cu2+
with respect to Ce4+,47 the Cu cations do not fit well in the
dodecahedral standard positions for the Ce cations in the ceria
lattice and tend to adopt a nearly planar, four-coordinated first
shell. In others words, the introduction of O vacancies did not lift
the unexpected eight-coordination of the Cu cations and led to a
small expansion in the cell dimensions. The expected decrease in
oxygen occupancy with increasing copper content is shown in
Table 1. The increase of the Ce3+ content with copper doping was
also further confirmed by analysis of the local structure.
3.3. Raman scattering spectroscopy
Fig. 3 shows the Raman spectra of the samples. Dioxides with a
fluorite structure have only one allowed Raman mode, which
has a F2g symmetry and can be viewed as a symmetric breathing
mode of the oxygen atoms around each cation.48 Since only the
oxygen atoms move, the mode frequency should be nearly
independent of the cation mass. In bulk CeO2 this frequency
is 465 cm1. Here we observed two main features centered at
460 and 600 cm1. The former is assigned to the fluorite F2g
mode, confirming the XRD results. The broad band from 550
to 650 cm1 can be deconvoluted into two main bands, one at
550 cm1 and other at 600 cm1. The 550 cm1 band is assigned
to oxygen vacancies introduced into the ceria in order to maintain
charge neutrality when Ce4+ ions are replaced with Cu2+ ions.
Besides, the 600 cm1 band is ascribed to the intrinsic oxygen
vacancies due to the presence of Ce3+ ions in the ceria matrix,
which can be observed in the Raman spectrum for the undoped
sample (CeO2d).
50 As the copper content increases, the F2g
mode shifts slightly to higher frequencies (not shown) and
become broader and asymmetric at the low-frequency side,
while the mode around 600 cm1 becomes more intense. Since
the lattice parameter remains constant with increasing copper
content, one can assume that this behavior is due to the
increase of oxygen vacancies related to the Cu incorporation
into the CeO2dmatrix.
48 For the sample with 10% of Cu content
(Ce0.90Cu0.10O2d), the modes at around 300 and 630 cm
1 can
be attributed to the CuO segregated phase,51 corroborating XRD
results presented before.
3.4. X-ray absorption
Fig. 4 presents the XANES spectra at Ce LIII-edge for Ce1xCuxO2d
samples and the spectrum of a CeO2 standard reference with Ce
4+.
These spectra result from the configuration interaction due to
mixing of Ce 4f and O 2p valence orbitals associated with the
crystal-field splitting of the Ce 5d final state.52 At the pre-edge
region the peak denoted as A is associated with a forbidden
Fig. 2 XRD patterns (CuKa) of Ce1xCuxO2d nanorods.
Table 1 Cell parameter (a) and occupation factor (Ooc) of the Ce1xCuxO2d
samples obtained via Rietveld refinement
Sample a (Å) Ooc
CeO2d 5.417(6) 0.95(4)
x = 0.01 5.415(4) 0.96(5)
x = 0.03 5.415(3) 0.93(5)
x = 0.05 5.415(4) 0.93(6)
x = 0.10 5.415(2) 0.89(2)
Fig. 3 Raman spectra of the Ce1xCuxO2d nanorods. The inset shows
the part of the spectra corresponding to modes associated with oxygen
vacancies. The spectra were normalized by the integrated area of the F2g
mode. For clarity, the curves are displaced along the vertical axis.
Fig. 4 XANES spectra at Ce LIII-edge for Ce1xCuxO2d nanorods.
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dipole transition from the bottom of the conduction band.52
Peaks labeled as C correspond to a transition to the final state
of 2p4f 15d1v (electron excited from 2p to 5d, with empty 4f; v
denotes a hole in the valence band) of Ce4+, whereas peaks D1
and D2 are also Ce
4+ peaks, with the final state of 2p4f 05d1.52 As can
be seen in Fig. 4, the edge energy for the spectra of Ce1xCuxO2d
samples is close to the edge energy of the standard spectrum,
indicating a predominance of Ce4+.
The concentration of Ce3+ ions in the samples ([Ce3+]) can be
estimated from the feature labeled as B at the white line of the
spectra.53,54 XANES spectra of all the samples were fitted with
Gaussian functions and an arctangent function as the edge
jump. The estimated value of [Ce3+] was taken to be the relative
intensity of the integrated area of peak B (inset equation in
Fig. 5). The results of these analyses are shown in Fig. 5, [Ce3+]
being around 7% for the Ce1xCuxO2d samples. In spite of the
fitting errors, we can identify an increasing tendency of [Ce3+] as the
Cu content increases, a variation of around 1% of the [Ce3+] with
the insertion of 10% of Cu into the CeO2d matrix, in good
agreement with the calculated and measured variation obtained
by Chen et al. for Ca2+ doped CeO2d samples.
19 As pointed out
before, the proportional amount of Ce3+ in the CeO2 system is
explained in terms of the Ce4+ reduction to Ce3+ due to oxygen
vacancies.4 Thereby, this behavior confirms the previous XRD and
RAMAN results concerning the introduction of oxygen vacancies into
the CeO2d matrix by the Cu-doping due to the charge compensa-
tion process and the increase of the Ce3+/Ce4+ proportion.
The correlation between the oxygen vacancies and the Cu
content in our CeO2d samples was stated by the charge compen-
sation process, the replacement of the Ce ions (Ce4+ and Ce3+) by
the Cu2+ ions. In order to check the 2+ oxidation state of the Cu
ions, the XANES spectra at the Cu K-edge were also measured for
single phase samples, x = 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05. The valence of
the dopant ions can be analyzed and calculated by comparing
their resulting edge structures with those obtained from the
reference samples.55 Fig. 6 shows the XANES spectra obtained
for our samples and for oxides with different Cu oxidation states,
Cu2O e CuO. The Cu K-edge spectrum is characterized by a single
well-defined peak at the white line which is due to the 1s- 4p
electronic transition; the pre-edge peak is due to the dipole-
forbidden, quadrupole-allowed 1s - 3d electronic transition
and represents a significant feature of Cu2+ because there is no
3d vacancy in the Cu2+.56 The comparison with the spectra from
our samples and the calculated oxidation state (+2 0.1) indicates
that Cu predominantly assumes the 2+ oxidation state, which
corroborates the previous analysis.
The short-range structural data provided by EXAFS offer an
element-specific insight, giving quantitative information about
the number, position and identity of atoms surrounding the
absorbing element as well as structural disorder within the
coordination spheres. Fig. 7 shows the modulus of k3 weighted
Fourier transform of single phase Ce1xCuxO2d samples (x = 0,
0.01, 0.03 and 0.05) extracted from Ce LIII-edge EXAFS spectra
(w(k)). In order to obtain quantitative information of the local
structure around Ce atoms, Fourier transform curves were then
back Fourier transformed between 1.5 and 4.5 Å to obtain the
Fig. 5 [Ce3+] concentration calculated from integrated areas (inset equa-
tion) obtained by a Gaussian fit of the XANES spectra as a function of Cu
concentration. Inset graph presents, as an example, the fitted spectrum for
the undoped CeO2d.
Fig. 6 XANES spectra at Cu K-edge for the single phase Cu doped CeO2
nanorods (x = 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05). Spectra of Cu2O (valence 1+), and CuO
(valence 2+) are also shown for comparison. The inset highlights the
details of the white-line peak.
Fig. 7 Experimental and fitted modulus of k3 weighted Fourier transform
for Ce1xCuxO2d nanorods. Open symbols are experimental data, and solid
lines represent fittings using the parameters listed in Table 2.
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experimental EXAFS spectra to fit using a theoretical model
calculated from the FEFF9 code and crystallographic informa-
tion according the XRD measurements. In all fits, the number of
free parameters was kept smaller than the number of indepen-
dent points, which is defined as Nind = 2DRDK/p, where DR is the
width of the R-space filter windows and DK is the actual interval
of the fit in the K space.57 The reliability of the fit, determined by
a quality factor (Q),57 the interatomic distances (R) and Debye–
Waller factor (s2) relatives to the best fits are shown in Table 2.
According to the structural model, the more intense peak,
between 1.5 and 2.5 Å in the Fourier transforms of Ce1xCuxO2d
samples, corresponds to a single scattering interaction between
the first eight O atoms around the absorber atom. The single
scattering interactions relative to Ce–Ce and Ce–O (beyond the first
O neighbours) paths correspond the peaks and shoulders observed
between 3.0 and 5.0 Å. This region also includes multiple scatter-
ing paths such as Ce–O–O, Ce–O–Ce–O, Ce–O–Ce–O, Ce–O–O–O
and Ce–Ce–O interactions. It is important to mention that the
LIII-edge is short in energy, limiting the adjustment and leading
to error bars relatively important. The extracted parameters
confirm the assumption that Cu doping does not introduce
high order disorders into the structure. The radial distance (R)
and the coordination number (N) for the first two shells do not
change considerably as the Cu content increases. However, we
can trace an increase of oxygen vacancies following the average
coordination number (N) for the second O-shell. As the Cu
content increases the coordination number decreases due to
the increase of the oxygen vacancies. The observance of this
behavior at the EXAFS data is an indirect evidence that the
introduced oxygen vacancies stay close together with the Cu2+.58,59
It is well known that oxygen vacancies in the interior of CeO2d
tend to migrate to the surface.17,60 However, it is also reason-
able to state that the Coulombic attraction energetically favors
close proximity between the oxygen vacancies induced by
doping and the Cu2+ ions forming defect associates (or defect
clusters).4,35,61,62 Recently, experimental and theoretical reports
have shown that the oxygen vacancies are attracted to cation
dopants that are smaller than the host ions,63,64 in our case,
attracted to Cu2+. These analyses led us to an important conclusion
that considering a homogeneous distribution of the Cu2+ ions, the
introduced oxygen vacancies by the Cu-doping are pinned along
the volume of the CeO2d nanorods, avoiding any aging process
due to oxidation at the surfaces of the nanorods. The homogeneous
distribution of the Cu2+ ions over the volume of the samples was
further confirmed by magnetic analyses.
3.5. Magnetic characterization
The measurements of the magnetic moment (M) as a function
of magnetic field (H) are presented in Fig. 8. The sample holder
magnetic contribution to the raw data was carefully subtracted
following standard procedures. For the undoped CuO2d sample
the results at 300 K (Fig. 8(a)) show a typical diamagnetic behavior;
however, at 2 K (Fig. 8(b)) the obtained M(H) curve also reveals a
relatively small paramagnetic component. The diamagnetic phase
of the undoped CuO2d matrix is associated with the Ce
4+ ions,
while the paramagnetic component comes from the Ce3+ ions.65
Considering that the concentration of the Ce3+ ions in the samples
is almost constant (Fig. 5), the magnetic properties associated solely
with the Cu2+ ions can be obtained by subtracting the diamagnetic
(Ce4+) and the paramagnetic (Ce3+) backgrounds determined by the
measurements of the undoped CeO2d sample. Fig. 8(a) and 8(b)
also present the obtainedM(H) curves for the Cu-doped samples
after subtract the CeO2d matrix magnetic components. All
Cu-doped samples present only paramagnetic behavior. It is
Table 2 Ce LIII-edge EXAFS simulation results. R is the distance from the
central atom, N is the average coordination number, s2 the Debye–Waller
factor, and Q the quality factor
Sample Shell R (Å) N s2 (103 Å2) Q
CeO2d Ce–O 2.30(2) 9(1) 12(3) 1.09
Ce–Ce 3.81(1) 10(1) 5.8(9)
Ce–O 4.44(1) 31(6) 15(5)
x = 0.01 Ce–O 2.31(2) 8(1) 11(3) 1.11
Ce–Ce 3.80(1) 10(1) 5.5(7)
Ce–O 4.44(2) 31(7) 17(5)
x = 0.03 Ce–O 2.31(2) 8(1) 10(3) 1.29
Ce–Ce 3.81(1) 11(2) 6(1)
Ce–O 4.45(2) 20(6) 12(6)
x = 0.05 Ce–O 2.30(1) 8(1) 10(3) 1.08
Ce–Ce 3.81(1) 12(2) 6(1)
Ce–O 4.44(2) 20(6) 9(5)
Fig. 8 M(H) curves of the undoped CeO2d and of the single phase
Ce1xCuxO2d nanorods (x = 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05) at (a) 300 and at (b) 2 K.
Symbols are the experimental data, and lines are fits using a Modified Brillouin
Function (MBF). The gray small full symbols in (a) correspond to the raw data
obtained for the Cu-doped samples before the subtraction of the CeO2d
matrix contribution. (c) dc magnetic susceptibility as a function of tempera-
ture for the single phase Ce1xCuxO2d nanorods. The best fit of the Curie–
Weiss law is shown as solid lines. The inset showsC and y a function of the Cu
content; solid lines are linear fit to the data. (d) RatioMS/M0 (also called %x/x) as
a function of Cu content. The solid line represents the theoretical value
expected for a random distribution of the Cu ions in a fcc structure. The inset
table shows the T0 parameter obtained by the MBF fitting.
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important to stress that any evidence of a ferromagnetic phase
could be observed, even for the undoped CeO2d sample. Fig. 8(b)
shows that the saturation magnetization from the paramagnetic
response of the Ce3+ in the CeO2d matrix is at least 20-fold
smaller than in the Cu-doped samples. The large difference
observed validates the procedure of subtraction of the CeO2d
response from the Cu-doped ones even though the paramagnetic
component is associated with the Ce3+ ions in the former.
The inverse of the dc magnetic susceptibility as a function of
temperature is presented in Fig. 8(c). We shall analyze this
result according to the discussion of Spalek et al.66 The inverse
of the susceptibility were fitted in the range of high tempera-
ture using the Curie–Weiss Law: w(T) = C/(T  y); where C is the
Curie constant per gram and y is the Curie–Weiss temperature
per gram. C and y are both linear functions of the Cu content
x: C = xC0 and y = xy0, where C0 = N(gmB)
2S(S + 1)/3kB and y0 =
2zS(S + 1)J1/3kB. Here, N is the total number of cations per
gram, g the effective Lande´ factor of the Cu ions, we assumed
J = S = 1/2, mB is the Bohr magneton, z is the number of nearest-
neighbor cations (z = 12 in the fluorite structure), J1 is the
effective exchange integral constant, and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. From our data we obtain the two main magnetic
parameters for Cu2+: g = 2.0  0.1 and J1 = 57  7 cm1. These
values are in good agreement with the experimental data found in
the literature.67,68 The negative value for J1 indicates an antiferro-
magnetic coupling between the Cu2+ ions. Below 100 K, the
inverse susceptibility deviates from the linear dependence, the
Curie–Weiss law, toward zero. This feature is due to additional
antiferromagnetic interactions related to distant neighbors, which
become considerably large at values of low temperature.66 This
feature is also observed for different DMOs.14,69,70
The low temperatureM(H) curves (Fig. 8(b)) are also consistent
with the existence of antiferromagnetic coupling between Cu2+
ion moments. These data were fitted by a Modified Brillouin
Function (MBF) expressed as M = MSB1/2(gmBH/2kB(T + T0));
71,72
where B1/2 is the Brillouin function for spin S = 1/2, but with
a temperature replaced by an effective temperature T + T0
(T0 corresponds to a correction term of the measurement
temperature T and it is due to distant neighbor interactions)
and MS is the technical saturation magnetization, not the
theoretical saturation magnetization M0. We have assumed
g = 2 and S = 1/2 for the Cu2+ ions from the susceptibility
results. The two main parameters extracted from the MBF
fitting for the samples, the MS/M0 ratio and the correction term
of the temperature, T0, are presented in Fig. 8(d). The line
represents the theoretical MS/M0 ratio calculated for a cluster
model considering a random distribution of the magnetic
dopants (Cu2+) over a fcc matrix structure (CeO2 fluorite struc-
ture) with antiferromagnetic exchange interaction only between
the first neighbors.73 The good agreement observed between the
obtained experimental MS/M0 ratio and the theoretical curve in
Fig. 8(d) is a strong evidence for a random distribution of the
Cu2+ ions in the studied samples with an antiferromagnetic
coupling between them. The random distribution of the Cu2+
ions over the volume of the samples confirms the previous
assumption related to their homogeneous distribution. We also
extract from the MBF fitting of M(H) curves, positive T0 values for
all the samples; we also observe that T0 values increase as Cu
2+
contents increase (inset table in Fig. 8(d)). These results are quite in
line with other reports for different DMOs,74,75 and reflect that the
distant-neighbor antiferromagnetic interactions have considerable
magnitude as compared to the temperature of the measurements
(2 K) and are directly proportional to the doping amount.72
As mentioned before, the main papers concerning the origin of
ferromagnetism in CeO2d nanoparticles assume that it may be
associated with oxygen3,9,19 or cerium9,22 vacancies, both located at
the surfaces of the nanoparticles. The cerium vacancies must be
ruled out for the CeO2d system, since under the equilibrium
conditions its formation energy is relatively high as compared to
the formation energy of other defects.76 Considering the oxygen
vacancies under the scope of the FCE theory, Chen et al.19 explained
the observed RTFM by the formation of magnetic centers
composed of oxygen vacancies and trapped electrons donated by
adsorbed elements on the surface/interfaces of the nanoparticles.
Moreover, Ge et al.20 verified that CeO2d nanocubes exhibit
stronger ferromagnetic behavior than CeO2d nanoparticles.
20 They
presented first-principles calculations of oxygen vacancies sites in
{100} CeO2d surfaces and bulk, showing that the magnetic
moment associated with the oxygen vacancies is higher when the
oxygen vacancies are located at the {100} surface. However, their
calculated bulk magnetic moment is still significant, 1.41 mB for the
bulk compared to 1.98 mB for the {100} surface.
Although according to our structural analysis, all of our samples
presented oxygen vacancies, whose number increases with the
inclusion of Cu2+ ions, our undoped sample reveals to be diamag-
netic while the single phase Cu-doped samples present only a
paramagnetic behavior. Remembering that the introduced oxygen
vacancies are mainly distributed in the bulk of the samples, we can
state that, contrary to Ge et al.,20 oxygen vacancies on the bulk of the
CeO2d matrix cannot be responsible for the reported RTFM in
the literature. Nevertheless, we would also expect oxygen vacancies at
the surfaces of the nanorods due to oxygen losses to the environ-
ment that would lead to an observation of a RTFM, once we
conclude that oxygen vacancies and defects at the surfaces dominate
the mechanism for the RTFM. Here we have to take into considera-
tion that our nanorods were grown in the [211] direction by an
attachment process of ceria nanocrystals of truncated octahedron
shape enclosed by eight {111} and six {200} planes, leaving exposed
the {111} surfaces. In the literature a morphology-dependent pheno-
menon closely related to the nature of the exposed crystal planes and
crystalline structure in CeO2d systems has been reported,
77,78 and it
has to be considered. Between the three low-index planes in the
fluorite cube structure, ({111}, {110} and {001}), the {111} surface is
the most stable and neutral.44 The energy required to create oxygen
vacancies on the surfaces is related to their stabilities, and since the
{111} surface is the most stable one, it is, thus, less reactive than the
other surfaces.43,79,80 Therefore the {111} surfaces will only present
a relative small proportion of oxygen vacancies and adsorbed
elements, which would provide the necessary electrons to form a
magnetic polaron, considering the proposedmodel by Chen et al.19
Thus, only isolated single or small clusters of magnetic polarons
may be considered on the {111} surfaces, which would not lead to
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the establishment of a long range magnetic ordering in the studied
nanorods, or even in the truncated octahedral nanocrystals seeds,
since their exposed surfaces are predominantly composed of {111}
surfaces.81 All these analyses lead us to conclude the association
with the RTFM to oxygen vacancies exclusively located at the
surface of CeO2d nanoparticles.
4. Conclusions
The microwave-assisted hydrothermal method is an efficient
method for the synthesis of Ce1xCuxO2d with up to 5% of Cu
content. HRTEM shows nanorods with a size of 10 nm in diameter
and 70 nm in length and a single cubic CeO2d phase with an
exposed {111} crystallographic plane. The structural analysis shows
that Cu2+ doping does not change the CeO2d cubic structure, but
the inclusion of Cu2+ leads to the increase of O vacancies in the
system. The XANES spectra also reveal that the incorporation of
Cu2+ in the CeO2d matrix leads to an increase of [Ce
3+], also
contributing to the increase of O vacancies. From the EXAFS results
we could state that the O vacancies introduced by the Cu doping
are located close to the Cu2+ ions in the bulk of the nanorods. The
magnetic characterization reveals a diamagnetic phase associated
with a paramagnetic phase for the undoped sample and only a
paramagnetic behavior for the Cu-doped samples, contrary to some
reports. Any ferromagnetic phase could be observed. This leads us
to conclude that the presence of oxygen vacancies is not a sufficient
condition to mediate ferromagnetic order in CeO2d samples, since
their location site on the structure also plays a vital role.
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